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1. As is well known, all the available data on neutral cur
rents are is good agreement with the standard 'SU(2)x U(l) gauge 
theory of electroweak interactions, the Weinberg-Salam theory. 
The important parameter of this theory sin%w (Ow,the Wein
berg angle) has also far reaching implications for grand 
unified models and its highly accurate determination is of ex
treme interest. 

In this work we shall consider in detail the processes: 

(I) 

;; ~ + p ~ ;;~ + p • (2) 

These reactions are the simplest neutral-current interactions 
between neutrinos and nucleons. In the framework of the Wein
berg-Salam theory (and neglecting the contributions of ·s ,c 
and other heavier quarks) the matrix elements of processes 
(I) and (2) are expressed in terms of the parameter sin 28w 
and of the electromagnetic and axial-vector nucleon form fac
tors only. Therefore, further information about the va~ue of 
sin2ew can be obtained by studying processes (l) and (2). For 
this purpose new more precise experiments on elastic neutrino
nucleon scattering are planned at Serpukhov/3/and Brookha
ven/</. 

The electromagnetic nucleon form factors are determined 
from elastic electron-nucleon scattering data. Information 
about the axial-vector nucleon form factor can be obtained 
from the quasielastic charged-current reactions: 

+ 
VM+P-~ot.t +D 

and from neutron ~-decay data. 

(3) 

(4) 

*At present the most precise experimental determin3;tion of 
the parameter ·sin20w comes from deep-inelastic v

11 
-nucleon scat

tering/1/ and from measurements of the P-odd asynnnetry in thj 
deep-inelastic scattering of polarized electrons on nucleons ~/ 
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Up to now no consistent theory of the form factors exists 
and the description of their q2 -behaviour is achieved by 
phenomenological parametrizations~ We shall rely upon the ge
neral analysis of the existing data on the elastic scattering 
of electrons on protons and deuterons,performed in papers /5,6~ 
In these papers two different parametrizations of the nucleon 
form factors have been used and it has been shown that both 
of them give a satisfactory description of all the available 
data on elastic e-p and e-d scattering. 

In the present work the cross sections of processes (I) 

and (2) have been calculated with both the parametrizations 
of the electromagnetic nucleon form factors used in refs ./5,6/, 
It turned out that these cross sections are quite sensitive 
to the ~boice of the parametrization. To obtain a sufficient
ly a~curate determination of the value of sin 20 from the ex
perimental data on neutral current processes (I~, and (2), it 
is necessary, therefore to use the kinematical region of 
small q2(q2,; I [ GeV /cl 2 ) where the different parametriza
tions give the same values for electromagnetic nucleon form 
factors. We investigated the cross sections of reactipns (1) 
and (2) in this region and determined their dependence on 
sin 20w in the interval 0.2o.:;;;:·sin 20w-~0.24. It turned out that 

the cross sections of the elastic antineutrino-proton scat
tering is strongly dependent on the value of sin2ew, while 
the process of elastic neutrino-proton scattering does not 
reveal such a sensitivity to the value of sin2t1w, 

2. In the lowest order in the weak coupling constant 0 
the cross sections for processes vll(VJ.L)p ~ v (V )p are 
given by the following expressions : h.s/ J1. f.l. 

du NO 02 2 q2 2 2 
(-) - =--I(FV0 ± FA0

) +(!---) (FV0 + F 0
) + 

dq2 v (v ) 4" 2ME A 
~ ~ 

(5) 

In the Weinberg-Salam theory (and neglecting the contribu
tion of isoscalar current, built up by ·s.c and other heavier 
quarks) the form factors F{i(q2), F!d(q2), FA(q2) are "xpres
sed in terms of the charge a~n) (q2) and magnetic at<n) (q2) 
proton (neutron) form factors and the axial-vector nucleon 
form factor FA (q 2:> as follows /sf: 
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(6) 

F~(q2)= ~FA(q2 ), 

q2 
Here r= 

4
M2 ( q2 is the square of the momentum transfered), M 

is the proton mass, E is the energy of the incoming neutrino 
(antuneutrino) in the lab. system. 

In experiment the ratios 

R _ _ ( du_ )Nc /( da )cc 
v(v) - dcl2'v(;;"j dq2 v(v) 

(7) 

. . da cc 
are 1nvest1gated. Here <~>v 

dq. 
du CC 

and ( dq2);; are the dif-

f.erential cross sections of the 
vp.+n-+11-+P andii'

11
+P_.JL++n. They 

charged-current processes 
are given by 171: 

d cc a2 2 2 q 2 2 
(....!!.) _ =-cos e I (Fv ± FA) +(1-

2
ME ) (Fv + 

dq2'v (v ) _417 e. 
~ ~ . (8) 

q 2 2 2 q 2 q 2 2 q2E 2 2 ll 
+--(F -F )+--FM[(-+E --)FM+Q F ±(4ME-q )F 

2E 2 A V 2M2E2 4 2M V A 

(8 0 is the Cabibbo angle). 
The form factors F v(q2) and FM(q 2) (according to the conserved 
vector current hypothesis) are connected with the electromag
netic nucleon form factors as follows: 

Fv(q2)=-1-[G~-G~+'(GPM -G~)] 
1+' 

FM(q2) = _1_ [ G~ -OPE -G~ +G nEI. 
lH 

(9) 

Note that in the expres·sion .(8_) the terms proportional to the 
square of the muon ma~s are neglected. In the energy region 
under consideration the contribution of these terms does not 
eXceed ""I%. 

3. All the existing data on the elastic scattering of elec
trons on protons and deuterons have been analysed in refs ./&,6/ 
under the following assumptions. 

A. Scaling relation holds between the charge and magnetic 
nucleon form factors·: 

3. 



G~(q2) G~(q2) P 2 n 2 
---- =Glq ); GE(q )=0 (10) 

llp ~'n 

(~J. and ~n are the total magnetic moments of ~he proton and 
ne8tron in Bohr magnetons). The magnetic proton form factor 
is taken as a sum of two poles: 

P 2 as 1-a-a 
GM(q )=l'p(--'2+ ), (II) 

1+a 1q 1+ a2 q2 

where ai are free parameters. The expression (11) is a gene
ralization of the well-known dipole formula. The available 
data on e-p elastic scattering* can be described by (11) 
with the values of parameters: 

a1 =0,67 (GeV/c)2 , a2 =2,23 (GeV/cl, a 3 =-0,4S. (12) 

B. Scaling holds between the isovector G~M(q2 ) and isosca-
lar G ~.M (q 2) form factors of the nucleon/9i': 

0 v(q2)=!'v 0 v(q2 ), 
M 1/2 E (13) 

GMS(q2)=~G~(q2), 
1/2 

where 

~'v=~(l'p-l'n)' l's= ~(!'P +~tn)' (14) 

From eqs. (13) and (14) we obtain the following relations bet
ween proton and neutron form factors: 

G~ (q2 )= ~'n G~(q2) + ?- [G~q 2) -!'PG~ (q2 )]. 
n 

(IS) 

As has been shown in ref./5 •61, the existing data on the elastic 
e-p and e-d scattering can he satisfactorily described by 
using (IS) if one assumes a form for GL(q2) given by (ll) and 
the following parmatrization for {l~ (q2) 

(16) 

· Note that the. dipole f-ormula is compatible with -the experi
mental data for small q2(q2 :<: O.S (GeV/c)2)only Is/. 



with 
2 

a 1 =0,58 (GeV/c) 
. 2 

a 2 =2,42 (GeV/c) 2 

a
3
=-0,33 

b 1 =0,37 (GeV/c) 
b 2 =2,50 (GeV/c)2 
b 3=-0,24 

( 17) 

The expression for the axial-vector nucleon form factor 
is adopted from the recent work /to/. It has been pointed out 
there that the best description of the data (the process 
v

11 
+D4,:.t- +P had bee-ri considered) is· granted by the dipole 

parametrization for FA(q2) 

(18) 

(19) 

4. Let us proceed now to the discussion of the results ob
tained. The cross sections of processes ll-4/ and t.he ratios 
Rv , R~ have been calculated at the initial-neutrino (anti
neutrino) energies in the interval O.S:.:5 E ._s 10 GeV and at q2 

2 
varying from 0 to q2 "" -~-- for every fixed value of the 

max M+2E 
energy. The parameter sin28w was supposed to vary in the in
terval 0. 20 ~sin 20w .S 0. 24 in consistency with the existing 
experimental data /1,2/and with the theoretical predictions of 
the grand unified models/11/.We have investigated the dependen
ce of the cross sections and Rv(17) on sin 2ew splitting for 
convenience the energy interval into two parts: O.S.:s_E . .s 1 GeV 
and 1 SE .,;10 GeV. 

As the calculations show at energies in the first region 
the cross sections of the neutral .current processes (I) and 
(2) and the ratios Rt-'(V) are practically independent of the 
nucleon form-factors parametrization. In case A we have used 
also the dipole formula for G~(q2): 

GP (q2) = ~...tPc,---, 
M 2 2 

(1+ q /0.71) 

The change of the cross s-ections and of Rv(C") in this energy 
region does not exce-ed 5% when the type of the parametriza
tion is changed. That is not astonishing because for q2._::; 
:S 1 (GeV/c)2 all parametrizations of the nucleon electromagne
tic form factors considered here (and many others) giv-e al

most the same values for a~<nJ(q2)., 
It turned out also that the cross sections of the conside

red processes and the ratios R.. have ·a quite different depen
denee on sin2ew (in the interVal 0.20.::; sin28w .$ 0.24) for the 
·netittino ·and antineutrino. '·The croSs section· of the antineutri
no proto~ elaSti-C scattering -(and, consequently, Rv ) is 
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q2 

GeV/cf 

0 
O.I 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 

Table l 

d-0'- NC du CC 
Neutrino cross sections (--

2
) and (--2) 

dq dq 
and ratio Rv at E

11 
=0. 6 GeV 

d7 cc -:---::-_(rJa/dcCJN U X 1Q38 Rv 

d~ X 
sm 

2
ew jsm 

2
ew =I sin 

2
ew= sin20: "'"~ ·sin2e = 

1 
·sin 20: 

10 38 
w i w I w 

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.20 I 0.22' 1 o.24 

I ! 
1.764 0.287 I 0.282 0.280 0.!63 0.160 o.15 

' 1.775 

I 
0.280 ! 0.269 0.260 0.158 0.!52 I 0.14 

1.588 0.247 0.235 0.224 0.155 0.148 ' 0.14 
!.365 0.210 0.199 0.188 I 0.154 0.146 0.!3 

I I ' !.155 

I 

0.177 0.167 0.157 0.153 0.144 0.13 
0.974 0.149 0.140 0.131 I 0.153 0.143 0.13 
0.821 I 0.125 0-117 O.IIO I 0.152 0.143 0.13 

9 
6 
I 
8 
6 
4 
4 

O.II8 O.III 0.!04 0.152 0.143 0.133 

Table 2 

Antineutrino cross sections (da/dq 2 )NC 
and (da/dq 2 )CC and ratio R_ at E_=0.6 GeV 

v v 

q2 ( da cc (d7/dq2)NCX 1039 R-
dqJ ' 

v 
---- - ' ' - ----- --------- ------r-

(G 

sin
2e w= sin

2
ew- I sin 2ew= sin

2
ew= sin

2
ew· '(n

2
ew = 

eVfc)2 X 1039 
0.20 i 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.24 

I 

0 7.640 2.872 I 2.824 2.810 0.!63 0.160 0.159 
0,1 8.842 !.569 I !.57! !.587 0.177 0.178 0.179 

I 
0.2 4.337 0.872 I 0.895 0.928 0.201 0.206 0.214 
0.3 2.0II 0:493 I 0.523 0.560 0.245 0,260 0.279 
0.4 0.830 0.286 0.317 0.353 0.344 0.382 0.452 
0.5 0.264 0.175 0.203 0.235 0.660 I 0.769 0.890 
0.6 0.032 O.II7 0.142 0.169 . 3.612 ! 4.380 l 5.227 
0,632 o.oor 0.106 • 0.130 i 0.156 ._ 8!.080 l 99.120 II9.000 
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Table 3 

Ratios R, and R;-; at E - =0. 9 GeV 
v v v(v) 

Neutrino Antineutr:i:no 

q2 sin 
2
8w=[ sin

2ew"",! sin'liw=. sin '1!;f ___ sin 28w= 
I sin 'liw= 0.24 2 

VIc) 0.20 I 0.22 0.24 ' 0.20 0.22 (Ge 

0 0.!63 
O,I 0.!57 
0.2 0.154 
0.3 O.I52 
0.4 o.150 
0.5 0.149 
0.6 0.148 
0.7 0.148 
0.8 0.147 
0.9 0.147 
1,0 0,!47 
I. I 0,!4-6 

I. II 0,146 

I 

O.I60 
0.151 
0.147 
0.144 
0.142 
0.140 
0.!39 
0.!39 
0.!38 
0.!37 
0.!37 
0.!37 
0.137 

0.!59 
0.146 
0.140 
0.!37 
0.!34 
O.I32 
0.131 
0.!30 
0.129 
0.128 
0.!28 
0.127 
0.127 

I I I 

O.I63 O.I60 O.I59 
0.167 0,166 0,165 
0.!73 O.I73 0.174 
0.181 0.183 0.187 

I 0.191 0.197 0.205 
0.207 0.217 0.231 
0.230 0.249 0.27! 
0,270 0,301 0,338 
0.342 0.397 0.460 
0.489 0.593 0. ?II 
0.835 !.054 !.302 
!.593 2.066 2.60! 
1.6?9 2.180 2.747 

highly sens1t1ve to the value of sin ~w. This dependence gets 
stronger with increasing q~ In the case neutrino there is no. 
such sensitivity to the value of sin2Bw . 

The values of cross sections (~)NS and ( du.)c(".) and 
· dq;;: v(v) dqS:V v 

the ratios Rv~) at the neutrino (antineutrino) energy E 
=0. 6 GeV and for q2 changing in the interval 0 .~ q2 .::; q 2 are 
listed in Table 1 and l.· The parameter sin 2Bw is take;~o be 
0.20; 0.22; 0.24. The dependence of R"(v). on q2 at the energy 
0. 6 GeV and for sin28w =0. 20 and 0. 24 1s illustrated in ~· 
In Table 3 the values of R"(;;l at E=O. 9 GeV and for 0 . .$ q •.,;;q 
are listed; the parameter sin2Bw is again 0.20; 0.22; 0.24. max 
As is seen from Tables 1, 2, 3 and~' the difference in 

du NC · the values of <nl- and R,:;- corresponding to the change of 
. 2 q 11 

Sln Ow from 0.20 to 0.24 reaches 40% for q2 near q 2 . The 
tables show also that the cross sections of the pro~~\s 
V + p .... 11 + + n decreases sharply with increasing q 2 and for q 2 

nCar q2 the cross section of the neutral current process _ max-
• 
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V +P ~ v + p is much larger than the cross section of the 
c~argedEcurrent process (4) (nevertheless, the neutral current 
total cross section is about 20% of the charged current total 
cross section). 

The value· of Rv is practically fully -insensitive to the 
change of sin 20Y'. as. illustrated also in Fig. 1. In the secpnd 
energy region (. E~l GeV) the cross sections consid~red and 
the ratios Rv(0 become strongly dependent on the type of 
parametrization. The difference between their values calcula
ted in cases A and B (see section 3) increases with·q 2. This 
is seen in Fig.2, where the dependence of R and R- on q2at 
the neutrino {antineutri.no) energy 4 GeV isv illust'rated. · 

At energies E~l GeV the cross section of the process ~+ 
+ p-+ ~ +P continues to be quite sensitive to the change of the 
param~ter sin20w. The dependence on sin219w is much weaker in the 
case of neutrino (v{P-+vJ.I. p). This can be seen also in Fig.2, 
where the values o Rv and Rv for sin 219 w =0. 20 and 0. 24 are 

· ~ NC 2 
shown. The sensitivity of (--) to the change of ·sin Ow is lar

dq2 

• 
5.0 E=0.6 GeV 
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Fig. I, The ratios R, and R;:; 
at sin2ew~ 0.20; 0.24 at 
neutrino (antineutrino) E = 
~ 0.6 GeV. 

• 
'" 
a 

'" 
0.4 

03 

0.2 

"' 
0.1 

"" 

E=4GeV 

Oto~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig.2.The ratios Rvand Rein 
pa·ranietrizations· .A ilnd. B at· 

. 2 . . 
sm Ow=0,20;·0.24 at neutrino 
(antineutrino) ene~gy E=4 GeV. 



ger for high energies. However, the uncertainties of the cross 
sections due to the indefiniteness of the nucleon form factors 
don't allow us to determine the value of sm 2ew with a suf
ficient accuracy from the data in this energy region. 

5. In conclusion we summarize the results of this paper. 
The determination of the parameter sin ~w with high accuracy 
is of fundamental importance for the theory. We have considered 
processes V (;; ) + p _,. VJA. (; ) + p Which are the Simplest inte
ractions calisetl by nuclebn neutral ~urrents. Based on the ana
lysis performed, we may recommend the investigation of the 
elastic antineutrino-proton scattering at energies E-$.1 GeV 
and at q2 near q~az' Our calculations show tbat in this kine
matical region the cross sections are quite sensitive to the 
value of sin :?ow and are only slightly affected by the uncer
tainies of the electromagnetic nucleon form factors. So, the 
measurements in this region offer an opportunity to obtain 
new information about the value of sin~w 
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